
Run and Reflect: Lauren Antonucci
10 Things to Think About from Running for Real Episode 296

Registered dietitian nutritionist and certified sports dietitian Lauren Antonucci is our guest on 
Running for Real episode 296. A veteran marathoner, Lauren has literally written the book—High-
Performance Nutrition for Masters Athletes—on fueling for runners age 35 and over. Lauren works 
with athletes of all ages to help them perform their best and free themselves from unhelpful 
thinking about food. Tina and Lauren had a great conversation about many aspects of this crucial 

topic. Here are ten things this episode left us pondering.

1. “Without major reasons, we don’t want to be avoiding food groups,” Lauren says. (An
example of a major reason is avoiding gluten because of having celiac disease.) Have you
ever eliminated a food group without direct advice from a registered dietitian? What was
your motivation? What happened once you did—one week later, one month later, and six
months later?

2. Lauren says that fueling for active people should be analogous to dressing appropriately for
weather. “It’s cold, I grab a jacket,” Lauren says. “Am I a bad person for needing a jacket?”
How consistent are you in thinking that way about fueling—that eating is something you do,
without self-judgment, based on cues from your body?

3. Tina tells her 4-year-old that treats are things we don’t have all the time, meaning that
treats can be many things besides food. But her 4-year-old increasingly equates treats with
desserts. Do you do this with yourself? Are the rewards you promise yourself often foods
you “shouldn’t” have?

4. Along those lines, Lauren advocates freeing yourself from the mentality that says it’s okay
to have ice cream only after you’ve eaten your broccoli. Do you take this approach with your
children? With yourself?

5. Also along those lines, Lauren says that true freedom in fueling means eating what your
body is telling you it wants at that time, rather than thinking that certain foods should be
eaten only at certain times of the day. Lauren describes this as “no judgment on what I eat at
10 a.m. versus 5 p.m.” Do you have specific foods or categories of food you tell yourself you
shouldn’t eat at certain times of the day? If so, why?

6. Tina recalls having an injury and cutting back on eating for a few days, even though she knew
deep down that thinking was flawed. What is your approach to food when your activity level
suddenly drops dramatically? Do you purposefully cut back on how much you eat?

7. “It is not true that each food choice we make decides our worth as a person or our
performance as an athlete,” Lauren says. What is your immediate reaction to that statement?
How do you interpret it in the overall context of sound nutrition and fueling for performance?
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8. Concerning thoughts about food, Lauren recommends trying to identify where each
thought came from and examining whether it applies to you. Think about your self-
talk concerning food. Pick two common phrases. What’s their source? Is that source
relevant to your situation?

9. Lauren and Tina discuss how masters runners often need to alter their eating
patterns, such as being more diligent about refueling soon after running. Lauren
advises adopting these habits sooner rather than later. If you’ve heard advice from a
reputable source but haven’t adopted it, why is that?

10. Runners can spend a lot of time and money trying to maximize performance. Have
you ever considered a check-in with a registered dietitian to see whether your typical
diet is best for your running? Why or why not? How important do you think sound
nutrition is for your running performance compared to things like core strengthening,
a specific training program, or shoes?


